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MY Invention relates to glass-to-metal sea.Is with oxygen from the surrounding air with
and it has particular relation to fused joints or the component metals of the alloy, Previously
seals between glasses of the commercially avail UEtd alloys of iron and nickel form surface oxides
able soft grades and ferrous-base alloy compo- having melting points much above the ordinary
5 sltlons.
temperatures encountered in the blowing of soft 5
Vacuum-tight joints of a wide variety of forms glass, which oxides are accordingly so difllcult to
a.re now extensively reqtlired in the construc fuse as to prevent the making of a satisfactory
tion of many electrical devices particularly radio seal With soft glass without overheating the
transmitting, rectifier, X-ray and other elec- glass.
10 tronlc tubes. In the making of such seals be
The general purpose of the present invention· 10
tween commercial grades of glass, particularly is to proVide seals between soft glass and ferrous
those of the so-called soft compositions now base alloy compositions which overcome the dis
widely used, and metals having properties suit advantage named and which possess additional
able for proper fusion with the glass and also advantages to be particularized hereinafter.
lff for service a.s a member or element of the -elec
One object of my invention, therefore, is to 15
tronic tube or other device, difflcuJty has been provide satisfactory seals between soft gla3ses
experienced 1n • causing the metal to properly and ferrous base alloys which have expansivity
"wet" or Intermingle with the glass in the inti characteristics corresponding to those of the
mate manner necessary for the production of a glass and inflection temperatures in excess of
20 satisfactory joint.
the strain point of the glass.
20
This dllllcuJty .is especially serious because the
Another object of my invention is to provide
metals heretofore widely used In sealing opera seals of th� above specified character in the for
tio�. notably copper and copper-faced alloys, mation of which there is produced at normal
t�ten and molybdenum are unsuitable for use glass-working temperatures a low-melting, dense
25 in certain types of gaseous conduction devices. and firmly adherent oXide on the surface of the
Thus, copper forms joints which have lower re metal, which oxide readily fuses or intermingles 25
sistance to thermal shock than ls permissible in with the glass.
In my copendlng application Serial No. 736,048
some devices and in addition ls attacked when
mercury is contained within the device. Like- filed JUly 19, 1934, rnd assigned to the same
30 wise, tungsten and molybdenum are unduly ex assignee as this -·invention, there are de.Scribed
pensive and incapable of being readily fabri a number of improved alloy compositioD.s of the 30
cated into structural shapes other than simple ferrous-base class which are characterized by an
ability to form upon their surfaces, when heated
wfre leads.
I have found that certain iron-base compo- in air, low-melting and firmly adherent oxides
35 sitions made uP principally of iron and nickel, which easily fuse, at the ordinary glass-blowing
together. with .added quantities of cobalt, man temperatures, with glasses of the so-called soft 35
ganese and other components of steel, are espe grades. The present invention resides in the
making of seals between soft glass and those
clallY suitable for the malting of seals wit
improved compositions.
glasses� particu.larly those of the so-cal·� bar,
In the formation of those particular compo
40 gl'ades, and other comparable vitreous mate
rials. Such improved alloys, which are more sitions there is added to the basic mixtures of 4.0
completely described in United States Patents iron and nickel one or more of the elements co
Nos. 1,942.260 and 1.942.261, which Jssued to me balt, manganese, chromium, silicon, aluminum
January" 2, 1934, are low in cost, easily fabri- and boron in such proportions that the result
45 cated, rolled or otherwise formed into conven ing alloys, in addition to matching the expan
ient shapes and are not attacked by inercury sion characteristics of soft glasses ranging in ex- 45
vapor. They furthermore may be made to have pansivity from 7 x lo---6 to 11 x 10-6 per degree
reversible and substantially constant expansivity centigrade, are so readily wet by soft glass as to
characteristics which accurately match those of perm.it of an intimate fusion therewith. As be
50 the grades of glass now commercially available, fore explained, wetting is simply a solution by
and, in addition, they have excellent high tem the fluid glass of the oXide formed on the sur 50
face of the metal being sealed. To constitute a
perature strength.
When attempted to be used .with soft glasses, strong adherent joint, this oxide in addition to
which have considerably higher e:xpansivities being easily fused by the glass, must be tough,
55 than do bard glasses, such alloys have unsatis dense, and tightly bound to the metal. The im- 66
factory "wetting" characteristics. Wetting is the proved alloys referred to are capable of forming
solU.tion by the glass of oxides formed on the oxides of this character at the relatively low tem
surfe.ce of the metal during heating, which ox peratures encountered in the making of soft
ides are, at the elevated temperatures encoun- glass seals.
In adding to the iron-nickel mixtures substan- IIO
60 tered In making the seals, produced by a reactiQn
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tial quantities of one or more of the elements co
balt, manganese, chromium, silicon. aluminum
and boron, which additions improve the fusi
bility and adherence characteristics of the oxide
5 fl.I.ms, the e:x;pansion properties are caused to
match those of the particular glass into which
it 1s desired to seal, by adjusting the nickel and
cobalt content with respect to that of the other
added elements. By a somewhat comparable ad10 justment of the named ingredients the inflection
temperature, which is the maximum at which
the coefficient of expansion of the alloy remains
at the low uniform value, is maintained above the
strain point of the glass by the substantial m.ar15 gin necessary to perm.it the formation of a satis
factory joint. For .soft glasses, the strain point
which 1s defined as the lowest temperature at
which stresses can be released or very nearly so in
a relatively long given period of annealing such·
°
20 as 18 hours, is usually around 350 'C. To prop
erly seal into such glasses, an inflection tempera
ture of approximately 400 ° C. is desirable.
Thus, in the production of the described al
loys, the additions to the basic mixtures of iron
25 and nickel of one or more of the elements co
balt, manganese, chromiumJ.. s111con, aluminum
and boron are made in such special proportions
that the resulting alloy compositions have
properties allowing them to seal directly into soft
ao glasses of expansivities ranging from 7 X 10----6 to
llXl0---6 per degree C., have inflection tempera
tures preferably around 400° C., and are, at the
relatively low glass melting temperatures so
readily "wet" by soft glass as to permit of an in35 timate fusion therewith. The resistivity char
acteristics of the alloys are subject to substar;i
tial reduction when the cobalt content is made as
high as permissible.
For example, as the nickel content of the sub40
Ject alloys ls lowered, both the expansivity and
·. the
inflection temperatures are also lowered, and
vice versa. An addition of manganese ( above
the small quantity, usually less than 1 % , incor
porated in commercial alloys to enhance forge45 ability) ...has the effect of raising the expansivtty
and lowering the inflection temperature. An ad
dition of chromium has a similar effect. Co
balt, on the other hand, when substituted for
nickel, lowers the expansivity without modifying
50 the inflection temperature. It also contributes
to the production of the desired fusible oxide on
the surface of the alloy when heat is applied in
the presence of air. Chromium, manganese, sili
con, aluminum and boron when introduced into
55 the alloy mixture either separately or together,
similarly improve the fusibility of the oxide film.
Cobalt also materially lowers the resistivity of the
alloy.
By way of illustration, consideration may now
iven to alloys so speciallY compounded as to
be
60 be gsuitable
for sealing Into widely used soft
glasses, of which the comwsitions of Ta.hie I are
representative:
Table I-Soft-glass compositions
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· In addition to the compositions above listed, which
have expanslvitles ranging from 7 to 11 X 10...,/ ° C.
a.nd an inflection temperature of about 350°
C., a recently developed vitreous material known
in the trade as Mycalex, has substantially equiva- J'j
lent characteristics and hence presents com
parable problems as regards sealing with ferrous
base a.Days. This material, which is made up ap
proximatelY 60 % of finely ground mica and 40 %
of powdered lead borate fused therewith under 10
heat and pressure, can be sealed into by the alloy
compositions about to be described as satisfac
torily as can the soft glasses. My invention,
therefore, includes also seals in which this new
gla..ss-substitute is the vitreous-material mem- 15
ber.
Specific combinations of the above discussed
elements which constitute alloys having a re
versible mean expansivity of approximately
9.2x10.:....s, which is that possessed by glass (a) 20
of Table I, from zero to 400 ° C. and wetting char
aCtertstics satisfactory for the making of junc
tlrres with soft glass and other cqmparable
vitreous materials, are given 1n Table II.

-

Table Il-A1101f compositions
Percentage content or-

Alloy
mh-

•'
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d
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h
I

I'

25

Iron"
49.1

47.5

46. 2
43.2
49. 8

CbroNickel Cobalt Mangamium
n,se
47. 8
43.'7
39. 4
31. 0
46. 5

0.0
,. 0

10.0

34.3
4".0
43. 1
<-0. 1

47.5

20.0
0.0
0.0
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26. 7
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47. 0
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H
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o. 7
0. 5
o. 7
o. 2

0. 2
0.2
0.2

Ul

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.0

30

35

,.o

7. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
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• Stated values a.1so include nominal contents or deoi:idizing and
�esu.lpburizing elements and impurities.

To modify these alloys so as to obtain either
higher or lower expansivity or inflection tem- 45
perature, it is only necessary to follow the prin
ciples of alloyjng already set forth in preceding
paragraphs. For example, to produce alloys
having lower expansivity characteristics, it is
merely necessary to raise the content of the 50
nickel in the composition of Table II. In trus
manner the expansivity may readily be reduced
to 7X1D-6 per ° C. from 0 to 400 ° C., oi even
lower. Likewise, by increasing · the nickel plus
cobalt content. the expansively characteristics of 56
the alloys may readily be increased to 11 X 10-6
per ° C. or even higher.
It will, therefore, be apparent that my im
proved alloy compositions just described may be
easily adapted to seal directly into soft glasses 60
having a relatively wide range of compositions
and e,cpa.nsion properties.
The alloy compositions (a) to (g), inclusive,
listed in Table II are based on maximwn man
genese plus chromium contents and minimum 6.>
nickel plus cobalt contents, the object of such
proportions being to further the interests of
economy by keeping as high as possible the ratio
of the content of the first-named pair of metals,
which are relatively inexpensive, to the content 70
of the last named pair, which are higher in cost.
It ls desired to emphasize that the presented
table of alloy compositions is mustrative rather
than llmlt!ng, It being restricted to additions of
the readily ox!dlzed elements chromium and 75
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manganese only. Other elements such as alumi
mun, silicon and boron may be substituted for

thOse elements and may be used in various com

binations rather than singly. Thus one may
5 take as a base alloy a nickel plus cobalt content
of ':\:7% and manganese content of 0.5_%, which

alloy has an inflection temperature of about

450 ° c.

A cobalt content of the permissibly high

value of 20% produces a mean expansivity of

10 about

5.oxio-•r

c.

Now manganese, chro

mium, aluminum, boron, or other elements form
ing oxides of good adherence and density may be
added 1n such quantity as to bring the mean ex

pansivity up to the value desired, say between

c.

15 7 and nx10-•r
After the making of such
additions, however, the cobalt content should be
appreciably under 20%, the adjustment being
such that the Ar:i transformation point of the
iron is kept well below room temperature.
· 20
The partial substitution of cobalt tor nickel

greatly extends the permissible range · of com

25

positions. This, for the reason that cobalt lowers
the expanslvlty without changing the Inflection
temperature of the alloy. With cobalt present.

greater quantities of manganese or chromium,
or both, may be added, and other elements such
as silicon, aluminum and boron introduced, the

effect of such Introduction being to further en
hance the wetting characteristics of the alloy.
30
Of partlcular·va1ue when high electrical con
ductivity Is desired Is a low manganese plus
chromium content and a. high content of nickel
and cobalt. In such alloys, typified by mixtures
(hl to (kl of Table II, reslstlvltles approaching
33 20 microhms per cubic centimeter ca.n be ob
tained together with excellent wetting char
acteristics. ·For example, alloy mixture (l) of
Table I has a resistivity of approximately 25

microhms per cubic centimeter and produces an

40 excellent seal Into the mentioned glass. Cobalt
contents of 15 % or more yield the fusible and
adherent oxide characteristics desired.
In the alloys which contain high contents of
cobalt, the manganese ts added principally tor
45 the purpose of combining with any sulphur which
m8y be present in order to render it less injurtous
to the alloy. To accomplish the same result

other elements such as zirconium may be sub

stituted for the manganese, or, It desired, the
50 sulphur Itself may be directly eliminated from
the melting stock .to remove the need for the

mentioned addition.
In the absence of elaborate precautions, which
usually are impractical, small amounts of carbon
55 are present in the completed iron base alloys.

During the heating of the metal necessary to
seal It Into glass, this carbon frequently reacts
with the surface oxides to produce gas which
forms small bubbles In the glass that Impair the
60 quality of the resulting Joint. Hence, before
making the seal, It Is desirable to remove all car
bon from at least the surface of the ailoy In order
to prevent formation of these objectionable
bubbles In the glass adjacent to the metal.
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Carbon may be removed from the molten alloy

by maintaining It In a vacuum In contact with

refractory oxides or by passing hydrogen through
the· metal. This treatment is preferable when

the finished piece ts bulky. From solidified metal,
70 the carbon may be removed by heating the metal

75

in moist hydrogen for at least two hours at a
temperature of 950° C. In the treatment of large
.sections I prefer to continue this treatment for
eighteen hours or more. If the earbon ls removed to a considera.ble depth of the material,

3

this treatment may sattsfactorlly be given prior
to fabrication of the alloy to the final size and

shape required for sealing purposes. A preferable

practice, however, Is to apply the treatment after

such fabrication.
5.
A joint between the ferrous base alloy comPoSi
tion prepared as described may, as before painted
out, satisfactorily be made not only with the or
dinary or widely used varieties of glass, but also
to ceramic materials, glazes. glass-mica com- 10
pqunds and other s1milar materials which have
a mean coefflcit;lnt of expansion ranging between
6 x 10-8 and 15 x 10-6 per degree C. over the range
of zero to _400 ° c. It is accordingly to be under
stood that the term "glass.. as here used applies 1.,
to all vitreous or non-metallic substances or ag
gregates, it having particular reference to those
materials which contain a substantial quantity
ot sllica or which have the property of becoming
fluid more or less gradually with Increasing tem- 20

perature.

Although I have shown and described certain
specific embodiments of my invention. I am fully
aware that many modifications thereof a.re Pos
sible. My invention, therefore, is not to be re- 25
stricted except insofar as ts necessitated by the
prior art and by the scope of the appended claims.
I claim as my invention:
1. A· fused joint or seal between a soft glass
having an expanslvlty of from 7 to 12 x 10-• per 30, /
° C. and a strain point of about 350 ° and an iron- ,.,./
nickel alloy incorporating in excess of 1% of an

element which enhances the formation, when
heated in air, of a readily fusible S\lrface oxide,

said alloy having an Inflection temperature which 35

is in excess of the strain point of the glass.

2. A fused joint or seal between a \soft glass
having an expanslvlty of from 7 to 12 X 11)-' per
0
and a strain point ot about 350 ° C. and a
ferrous-base alloy having an Inflection tempera- 40
ture In excess of said strain point, uld alloy being //
made up substantially 42 to 50% of nickel plus
cobalt with the cobalt content ranging from 0.10
to 20%, in excess of 1 % of an element which en
hances the formation of a surface oxide which is 46
readily fusible by the glass, and the balance of

c.

iron.

3. A fused Joint or seal between a soft glass
having an expanslvlty of from 7 to- 12X 10--e per
° C. and a strain point of about 350 ° C. and a 60
ferrous-base alloy having an expanslvlty sub
stantially equivalent to that of the glass and an
Inflection temperature In excess of 350 ° c.. said
alloy being made up substantially 42 to 50% of
nickel plus cobalt with the cobalt content ranging 56
from 0.10 to 20%, between 1.0 and 5.0% of man

ganese, and one or more of the following ele
ments, the presence of which enhances the for
mation of a surface oxide readlly fusible by the

glass. In the percentages stated: chromium 0.2 to 60
7.0%, silicon 0.1 to 2.0%, aluminum 0.02 to 1.0%,
and boron 0.02 to 1.0%; the balance of the alloy
being substantially Iron.
4. A fused joint or seal between a soft glass
having an expanslvlty of from 7 to 12X II)-' per 65
0
and a strain point of about 350 ° C. and a
ferrous-base alloy having an expanslvlty substan
tially equivalent to that of the glass and an In
flection temperature In excess of 350 ° c.. said
alloy being made up substantially 50 to 60% of 70
nickel plus cobalt with the cobalt content ranging
from 30 to 40%, between 1.0 and 2% of one or

c.

more of the elements manganese, chromium, alu
minum, silicon and boron. the presence of which

enhances the formation of a surface oxide readily 76
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4

Ii

10

Iii

20

fusible by the glass, and the balance substantially
'
of iron.
5. A fu.sed joint or sea.I between a soft glass
having an expansivity o! from 7 to 12 10-< per
•
and a strain point o! about 350" C. and a
ferrous-base alloy having ail eXPansivity substantially eqUiva.lent to that o! the glass and an in•
flectlon temperature in excess of 350° C.. said
alloy being made up substantially 42 to 50% of
nickel plu.s cobalt with the cobalt content ranging
from 5 to 20%, between 1.0 and 5.0% total of one
or- more of the elements manganese, chromium,
silicon, aluminum and boron the presence of
which enhances the formation of a surface oxide
readily fusible by the glass, and the balance substantlally of iron.
6. A !u.sed joint or sea.I between a soft glass
having an expansivity of from 7 to 12Xl0-8 per
°
0 C. and a strain point of about 350
C. and an
iron-nickel alloy having an expansivity .substantially equivalent to that of the glass and an In•
flection temperature. in excess of 350° C., said
alloy being ma.de up substantially 44 to 48 % of
nickel, a. substantial quantity, In the . aggregate

c.

x

between 1.0 and 7%, of one or more of the ele•
ments manganese, chromium, silicon, aluminum
and boron the presence o! which enhances the
formation of a surface oxide readily !u.sible by
the glass, and the balance substantially o! iron. 6
7. A fused Joint or seal between a soft glass
·having an expansivity of from 7 to 12XllJ-6 per
° C. and an iron-nickel alloy incorporating in ex
cess of 1 % of an element which enhances the
formation, when heated in air at ordinary seal- IO
Ing tempel'lltures, o! a. surface oxide which Is
readily fusible by the glass.
8. A fused Joint or seal between a soft glass
having an expansivity of from 7 to 12X1D-6 per.
•
and a ferrou.s-base alloy which Is made up
substantially of from 42 to 50% o! nickel plus,·
cobalt with the cobalt content ranging from 0.10
to 20%, in excess of 1% of an element which enhances, when the alloy is heated in air at ordlnary sealing temperatures, the _formation of a "20
surface oxide which Is readily fusible by the glass,
and the balance of iron.
HOWARD SCO'IT.
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